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Race 1
#5 Sharkbite Mike- Has good early gate speed and with soft early
fractions he could take this field wire to wire.
#1 Zeitgeist- Improved in form his last 2 starts and the rail post
here is a big help early on.
#7 Oaklea Tyson- Has only had 11 starts in 2 years and makes
his first start out for the new connections here today.
Race 2
#8 Tiger Boudoir- Takes yet another drop in class here today and
if she shows her class she is an untouched winner here.
#3 Gimmiesomeroom- Has a mark here last year of 152.4 and
just needs to improve her late kick to be close here.
#6 Escada De Vie- Likes to come closing late but needs fast
fractions in front of her in order to do so.
Race 3
#6 Poof Of Credit- Has been no worse then 3rd his last 3 starts
and has much more talent then most in here.

#1 Muscle Up Hazel- Has raced better since adding Lasix and
already has 3 wins in 11 lifetime starts.
#3 Yankee De Vie- Does his best work from off the pace but has
only seen the winners circle once in 25 lifetime starts.
Race 4
#4 Pegasus Point- Has a big mark here last year of 156.0 flat and
has much more back class then these as well.
#9 Parkhill Horton- Exploded last week out of the pocket to win
and could be rounding into better form.
#3 Ex Crown- Has been a good 3rd in his last 2 starts out and
could be the big late closer here.
Race 5
#1 Regal Roxy- Qualified well prior to today and is the most
versatile horse in the field.
#2 Constant Factor- Flashed a big last quarter of 28.1 in her last
start out and looks for her first win of the year here today.
#5 Island Adventure- Will be the big early speed here and the only
question is can she hang on late.
Race 6
#8 Hanrahan- Has much more back class then this field and is
racing against much cheaper then what he is used too.
#4 Kabu- Takes another drop in class here today and had 7 wins
in 41 starts last year.
#5 Jersey Boy- Has not found his best form as of late but has
plenty of ability to beat these.

Race 7
#1 Big Game- Has early speed with an inside post and that is a
good angle to have time to make a winning move.
#5 Samson J- Has only had 6 starts this year and has a big mark
here last year of 150.4.
#2 Stonebridge Bonus- Has good early speed and always digs in
late just does not have a giant closing kick.
Race 8
#7 Gingertreefinnegan- Got shuffled out last week and was the
heavy favorite at .60 cents on a dollar.
#4 Prince Aland- Just missed the last 2 weeks he has raced and
is just waiting for that perfect trip to payoff.
#6 Blended Whiskey- Veteran 12 year old had 7 wins last year in
21 starts and has only had 5 starts so far this year.
Race 9
#5 Pinky The Intern- Has much more back call than these and just
needs a clean trip to win.
#3 Kremlin- Has a good late closing kick and will be charging
down the lane late.
#6 Bad Angel- Has a mark for the year at Pompano of 157.1 but
has been in bad form as of late.

